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Rural Nebraska



Good Morning
I am Michael Steube
PLMHP with Western Nebraska Behavioral Health

Data Collection and Provider Enrollment 
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Area Covered
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area covered, all of these with the exception of Rushville, normally spend one day a week at each one



WNBH and our clinics
• Integrated care
• We are in the same space
• Most interaction is face to 

face in the halls
• Referalls are often informal
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do not have access to the EMR some are using paper systems and use our own, we also do not have referrals or calls go through the clinic we have them go through our home office or individual clinicians, this changes from place to place but most of the time the doctors are across the hall and we often go to nurses with any issues, In emergency cases they might ask to pull us in or we may ask them to hop in if they are taking care of medication, or issues they may know about, Doctors have a revolving schedule like we do and will work at one of the other clinics in the areaWe have Dr. Cate, 2 practicum, 2 interns, 1 PLMHP, 1 LMHP, 2 psychologists



• Distance 
• Generalists
• Mental health stigma 
• Small town gossip/ talk
• Time crunch
• Internet/ phone service

Access Issues
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In some places like Chadron and Scottsbluff this isn’t the case and people only have to travel about 5 minutes, in the smaller town between the areas this becomes upwards of an hour. This becomes an issues for patience that are lower SES and have issues with getting transport and during winter it’s a huge issue because the roads and visibility makes it a huge challenge for clients to make it. People often live where they have long dirt roads and those vary on how well they are taken care ofOn the behavioral health side, we take basically all clients and do our best to help. There are situations where we have to refer out, but they often go through telehealth. In terms of hospital visits if there is something specific, they need or procedures done they are sent to Denver or they have to wait for one of the clinics that will travel up here. This creates longer waits and could stop people from going to specialists. Low amount of providers of any kindStigma about mental health continues to be an issue in the area and often has stopped or slowed people from coming in, we believe that it helps that we are integrated so people come in for Behavioral health care, what if someone I know finds out and our clients very often know each These towns are very small and often people know our clinicians, staff and know the doctors through either friends or family, very often you’ll know someone that’s in the waiting room, dual roles a lot of times they have be involved with the schools, other work, and friends/familyWNBH is often only at a clinic one day a week and some doctors have the same issue for the smaller clinics they attend, have to be creative for high need clients because we may only see them every other week, very limited room and sometimes there isn’t enough room for our sessionClients might not have internet in the home, and cell signal is inconsistent, and they often don’t have printer/dedicated computers
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Covid-19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All data is provided by Panhandle Public health



COVID-19 Reaction
• In the beginning of the outbreak school and stores 

shut down in April

• Schools are back with minimal changes and 
businesses have reopened

• Frustration related to hospital restrictions and 
telehealth services

• Testing is very limited
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
WNBH stopped going in mid-March and we went completely to telehealthAs the summer went on everything re-opened only large stores like Wal-mart have mask restriction, schools are back and some ask for masks but in many places they are not mandatoryHospital has mask mandate, often only allow one adult for children clients and family, at the start they made it so emergency cases and elective procedures were canceled or postponed, but this had lessened over timeTesting is depended on area but in most towns they have 1 hour a few days the week that you can get a test doneCovid fatigue, tired of staying at home, those that did go to online school have moved over because they had a lot of trouble with the online material



Issues during COVID-19
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• Decrease of referrals and change of process
• Developing online systems
• Telehealth restrictions
• Job and insurance loss
• Communication
• Outreach clinic changes
• Access to resources
• Interactive sessions for children

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first few months our referrals from hospital slowed down as they had less patience, since then it has become more challenging since we no longer are in the clinics, we can’t quickly catch up with the doctors and everything is done through Fax, calls, and emailsWe had to quickly figure out a more robust telehealth, EMR, and Secure email services because fax was no longer accessible. Digitizing forms and infoAssessment and evaluations have been stopped or slowed because we couldn’t do them digitally, internet fluency and access is variable, people are learning how to use it and the internet connection, finding appropriate places to have appointments. We have had people want to have sessions in cars, open spaces and talk to them about better placesMany jobs were lost and no way to replace them, this also meant that they would lose their insurance and now that people are returning to work, they have different insurance and that change Being out of the clinic our ability to quickly reach doctors was stopped and now we often must call assistants and others in the hospital to get throughOutreach clinics have been moved around and put through telehealth also and dates have been pushed back includes pediatric psychiatric and genetics clinicSince we no longer consistently go to one clinic we don’t have a way to look at old files and look at new referrals other than one office manger that goes in when no others are thereWorking with parents ot



Going Forward
• WNBH will reconsider in person sessions 

next year
• Continue digitalization via online systems
• Continue media and community outreach
• Work with schools on availability and 

internet access
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some clinics are using our old space for quarantine and are unavailableContinue to move all forms and files to online systemStarted making videos for common issues and we are doing weekly emotional support meetings and help for medical and school staff that is open for anyone a few nights a week Having sessions during school or when they have computer/internet access



Thank you for your time
Questions?
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